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WE ALL SHARE THE SAME EARTH 

 

The Earth is like a mother full of love and wisdom. She provides us all the things we need and takes care 

for all our needs. This is the reason why we have water, food, air and companionship. I love the Erath and I 

appreciate her beauty. I appreciate the beauty of the world I live in.   

We live in the middle of an endless variety of animals, plants, birds and fishes and of incredibly beautiful 

landscapes. In the last decades we have been mocking the Planet we live on, wasting the valuable resources she 

has provided us with so generously. If we keep polluting and getting the Earth dirty in a short period of time we 

will have no place to live in. We notice many changes around us. We often ask ourselves questions we cannot 

answer at, we often see that something is happening with Earth, the planet that supports us for better and for 

worse.  

We are aware many times that is all up to us, the people which decide whether we want to see what is 

going on or we prefer to get ignorant in our world, which is many times a simple one. A meteor is travelling at 

the speed of light toward the Earth, a devastating earthquake, some huge tsunamis, a volcanic eruption, a natural 

disaster – in time all these cause the formation or disappearance of continents overnight the same as a deadly 

virus that is crossing the Earth.   

Each of us has some convictions and the signs of a radical change are more and more visible. However, 

we are not fully aware if they are just doom scenarios and premonitions or they are warnings in fact. 

Humanity in general and we, the people, in particular were created by ”mother nature” and there is no way 

we appeared due to computers, advanced technologies, scientific discoveries and so on. We are aware that the 

only energy source for us, for plants, for life in general is and will always be the nature. How do you feel when 

walking in the nature? How do you feel when you are shopping in malls or hypermarkets? Each of us will draw 
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their conclusions. Returning to nature means its understanding and protection, more exactly saving the planet 

Earth.  

We become what we think of all the time and we pull the things we are thinking of the most. If we had the 

power to read the thoughts of people we would certainly rank on first places anger, hatred, negative thoughts to 

destroy everything around us: trees, flowers, air, water, creatures, humans. 

Humanity which is really close to self-destruction may become a planet in a ”huge black hole” or melted 

by the Sun or even collided by an asteroid. Everything may be chaotically turned upside down in a few seconds. 

All these are just possible black scenarios regarding our beautiful planet Earth.   

What will happen in 2025? Is anyone certain of how is it going to be? Maybe nothing wrong will happen 

at that time but who knows when…! We wonder if we are interested in what will happen with our blue planet, 

with us, the mere mortals, with humanity in general? Many times we question ourselves about the fate of this 

dear and colourful Earth. We question ourselves how the end of the world will look like, what change this will 

bring on private, spiritual or physical level.   

Shall these thoughts cause an expected effect on us? The answer is affirmative. We should cultivate 

positive thoughts of love, protection, defense of everything is beautiful, full of life, colourful and all that brings 

us to life. Consequently, we should do our best to save ourselves, to save and protect what we still possess, 

everything that is called EARTH, LIFE, HUMANS, NATURE.  

Nature means everything and it has its specific way of showing its love for us, humans. Natures offers 

human beings everything they need to live a beautiful and prosperous life. Nature has a beautiful and great soul 

as well as it offers us life, colour and joy all day long. We live in an age when humans no longer care about what 

nature has created for them, about the beauty around them or even about what is good and useful to them. 

Humans create their comfort forgetting they create discomfort for other environments. Humans are more and 

more dissatisfied with what they possess. They want more….work for their wealth, make piles of money but 

they are not aware of the environment they are living at present. They think only about their own welfare, about 

their own bodies. They have long forgotten there are also other aspects which need their love and kindness that 

need taking care of, cleaning, refreshing or planning. Dear HUMANS, love this planet as she has a soul as well, 

save her from destruction! It is not too late to take action for us, for HER, for the upcoming generations. But do 

it NOW!  

 


